
Westminster Abbey has stood as the church at the heart of the nation 
since 960.  It began life as a Benedictine monastery, and Edward the 
Confessor ordered the construction of a great church which was 
completed in 1065. The current building was begun in the 1250s and after 
500 years of building it stands as we see it today. 
It was created by teams of expert architects and masons, using 
mathematical skills and designed to glorify God.

Westminster Abbey 
Learning

Maths Trail (Upper KS2/KS3)



Nave Roof

The Nave Roof is 31m high.  
How many cm is this?

How many cm tall are you? 

Estimate how many children of your height would need to stand on each 
other’s heads to reach the roof.

The Nave

The builders of the Abbey created such a high roof to encourage worshippers to 
focus on God by lifting their eyes towards heaven. Large windows also let in light 
which was considered a symbol of the presence of God.



Grave of the Unknown Warrior

The Grave of the Unknown Warrior contains the body of a British soldier who died 
in the First World War. He was brought back from France and buried in the Abbey 
on 11.11.1920.  We do not know who the soldier was and the grave remembers all 
soldiers who have died in wars. 

We don’t know exactly how many poppies there are around the grave, just as we 
cannot know for certain how many millions have been killed in wars.

Estimate the number like this:  
Count how many poppies you can see in the corner of the grave shown.

Estimate how many of these squares would fit around the perimeter.

Calculate roughly how many poppies there are all together.  
Round your answer to the nearest hundred.

The Nave



The Coronation Chair

The Coronation Chair has been used to crown 
nearly every monarch since 1308, keeping alive a 
great chain of tradition.
For how many years has the Coronation Chair 
been in use? 

At school, find out how many monarchs have 
been crowned on the chair.  Two kings, Edward V 
and Edward VIII were never crowned.

Icons

The icons are pictures of Jesus and his mother 
and are used to help people to pray.  
Candles are lit as a symbol of those prayers.

Calculate how many candles can be lit
on one stand.

The Nave



Sir Isaac Newton’s Monument

Sir Isaac Newton was a scientist and mathematician. He was famous for his 
theory of Gravity, his mathematical laws and his invention of a kind of telescope. 
He was also responsible for making coins as Master of the Royal Mint. 

What geometric shapes can you see in this monument?  
Label the picture.

The monument records Newton’s birth and death dates in Roman Numerals.

When was he born (NAT.) and when did he die (OBIIT)?

How old was he when he died?

The Nave



In the centre of this booklet is a plan of the Abbey. 

Mark the following features of the Nave:

A  Two candle stands in front of icons
B  The Grave of the Unknown Warrior
C  A pulpit
D  The Nave altar
E  The grave of Sir Isaac Newton

Now, go through the richly decorated screen into the Quire.



The Quire

The Quire

The Quire was originally the part of the Abbey in which the monks worshipped. 
Today, it is where the men and boys of the Abbey choir sit. They have a shelf on 
which to rest their music and sit in three rows, on either side. 

If 12 boys sit on the front bench and 6 men on the bench behind, how many 
adults do you think can be seated on the other benches?

Estimate how many people can be seated in the whole Quire. Notice that the 
back row is divided up into individual seats.
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The Lantern & Cosmati Pavement

The Lantern

Stand in the centre of the Lantern.  
You are standing in the centre of the Abbey. 
What shape is it built in? 

Look at the Rose windows on either side.
 
Look carefully and work out their different 
orders of symmetry.

North Rose window order

South Rose window order

The Cosmati Pavement

In front of the High Altar is a mosaic floor.  
Kings and Queens are crowned in the central 
circle, which represents Earth at the centre of 
the Heavens. 

Draw in at least six lines of symmetry.

On the plan in the centre of this booklet use the compass to help you to mark: 

F  North Transept 
G  South Transept 
H  The High Altar
I  The Pulpit 

N



The Ambulatory

The Ambulatory

Behind the High Altar is a holy and special part of the Abbey 
called The Shrine of St. Edward. This is where King Edward 
the Confessor is buried. He died in 1066 and was buried 
in his newly built Abbey here. He was later made a saint, 
and when the present Abbey was built, Edward’s body was 
moved to the Shrine.

Over the centuries, many Kings and Queens were buried 
around the Shrine. Using signs placed near their tombs, 
calculate the number of years reigned by each of the kings:

Edward the Confessor

Edward I

Henry III

Henry V

Edward III

Richard II

Which king reigned the longest?

Mark the following on your plan of 
the Abbey:

J The Islip Chapel
K  Tomb of Henry III
L   Tomb of Henry V 
M   Chapel of St John the Baptist
N  Steps to the Lady Chapel



The Lady Chapel

The Lady Chapel

This is where we remember Mary, the mother of 
Jesus and where King Henry VII is buried. The flags 
belong to the Knights of the Bath. When a knight dies, 
their flag is removed until a new knight takes their 
place.

How many seats do not have a flag above them? This 
shows that we are waiting for new knights to take 
their seats.

How many knights can have a seat in the Chapel in 
total (to do this, count the flags and spaces but check 
that there is a seat, too).



Chapel of St Nicholas

Chapel of St Nicholas

Find the monument to the Percy family, the Dukes of 
Northumberland on the right of the Chapel as you enter. 
This shows a list of all the dukes who are buried in the vault 
below. 

Which two Dukes are missing?

 and  

Mark this monument on your plan  
of the Abbey:

O  The Percy Family Monument



Poets’ Corner

The South Transept is known as Poets’ Corner,  
and it is where many writers are remembered,  
including Lewis Carroll, C.S. Lewis , William 
Shakespeare, Jane Austen and Charles Dickens. It 
also contains the grave and monument of George 
Frederick Handel.

Poets’ Corner

Look at the Roman Numerals.

When was he born?

When did he die?



Chapter House

The monks of Westminster used to meet daily in the 
Chapter House. It was also the place where the King’s 
Great Council met before the Houses of Parliament 
were built. Many events from the Abbey’s history are 
mentioned in the windows. 

Use the line beneath the Abbey plan in the centre 
pages to make a timeline with at least five dates from 
different centuries. Think carefully about the scale you 
will use. Start at 1050 with Britain’s oldest door and 
go up to 1950, the last date shown in the windows.

Chapter House



Floor area of Abbey 2972 m2

Extreme length of exterior 161.5 m

Height of West Towers 68m

Extreme length interior 156m

Height of Nave 31m

Width of Nave & aisles 21.5m

Length of Nave 50m

Length of Transepts 62m

Length of Lady Chapel 31.5

Height of Lady Chapel 18.5

Width of whole chapel 21m

Seating capacity for a normal service Approx 2300

Seating capacity for coronation in 1953 Approx 8200

Useful Latin Words

Nat Born 

Obiit Died

Vixit Lived

annos years

menses months

dies days

Roman Numerals

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 50 100 500 1000
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X L C D M

Important Measurements

www.westminster-abbey.org


